
Game On Cats 

Policy and Procedure 

 

Cattery Facility 

Game on Cats Cattery is located inside our home. We have 2 rooms dedicated to our cats. One room is for our 
Sires and the other room is dedicated to birthing and kittens. These rooms are both lit with natural lighting 
and well ventilated. 

Both these rooms are supplied with an abundance of cat trees, toys, and supplies for the needs of the 
entertainment of the cat/kitten. 

Both of our cat rooms have a I.P. camera for security and monitoring purposes. 

 

Feeding and Watering 

Game on Cats feeds all cats/kittens quality cat/kitten food. We also believe in Raw diet feeding. We keep our 
food in a closed container away all elements. Our cats are fed twice a day, so they have continuous kibble and 
raw diet every other day. Our bowls are cleaned at least twice weekly and left-over kibble is wasted and 
dumped. 

Water is given from filtered water receptacle and their water bowls are cleaned twice a day. We also use the 
Fountain Water dispenser which is replaced once a day. All water bowls are cleaned with every water change. 

 

Cleaning and Sanitation 

Game on Cats finds Cleaning and Sanitation is the biggest part of a successful cattery. We take pride in keeping 
our rooms sanitary. Our litter boxes are cleaned a minimum of twice a day. We also will sanitize the litter box 
with bleach before adding new litter once a week. We sanitize the floors and de-fur the cat trees. We clean 
our water bowls and feeding bowls with bleach once a week. 

 

Health Care 

Game on Cats cats are well taken care of. They are reviewed daily for any health concerns. They are treated 
at home promptly for any issues that can be treated at home. If a Vet is needed, we make sure our cats are 
treated quickly. All our cats are vaccinated with Feline Focus 3 Cat Vac on a routine vaccination schedule. 

 

Conclusion 

Game on Cats takes pride in sharing our house with our cats. We treat them as our family pets until they 
become one of your family pets.  We have adopted CFA’s minimum guidelines for a cattery of excellence 
and we are improving our cattery to bring you healthy happy kittens.   

  


